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When in 1985 Bing Copeland started to make surf-
boards, he never imagined that he was writing a new 
chapter on the surfing history. Being the vanguard of 
the classic, Bing Surfboards are alive and well on 
Matt Calvani’s hands. Proudly made on California, 
this is your time to have a true travel and adventure 
companion that will make the best of you on every 
wave.
Take a look to the catalog and choose the best 
board for you, and remember that you can make 
custom orders to have your exclusive Bing Surf-
board. 
If in doubt, contact us to have a professional and 
personal advise.
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“I started the Ghost Lam Project to introduce proven and tested new hand shapes 

that aren’t currently models yet. These will be signed and numbered as to be limited 

in production till we decide to make them a permanent model if demand persists. 

Every board will have a brief description and basics dimensions. Once they became 

models they will then be added to our model page as well as stocking them on our 

inventory, retail store, and web store. You could say the project is driven by consum-

er consensus.  As with all Bings boards they can be custom ordered on request. We 

hope you look for updates to see the project evolve and grow. What models do you 

want to see in the Bing line up?” - Matt Calvani



PRO
MODELS



PK SPEED SHAPE
The PK (Pocket Knife) Speed shape is an adaptation of the original Pocket Knife 
model designed in collaboration with rider, Mele Saili. Featuring a flatter tail rocker 
and a pulled-in nose outline that gives the rider a faster and more versatile surfing 
experience in a wider range of wave size and conditions.

Since the original Pocket Knife is more of a dedicated noserider, the PK Speed 
Shape offers the same functionality but with more range. This version also works 
better in less optimal conditions versus the ideal clean noseriding wave that the 
original Pocket Knife excels in. The modification in tail rocker means faster trim-
ming and more drive off the tail, so you can project off the bottom of the wave and 
out through flat spots or sections.
- Matt Calvani, Head Shaper/designer

“Don’t let the nose fool you, since I think it let’s you manipulate it more in the right 
spot in the wave in order to get a better nose ride. You take it for a ride, it doesn’t 
take you for a ride kind of thing”.
-Mele Saili

Average nose: 17.25”
Average tail: 16”

9'0" 22.375 2.875

9'2" 22.5 2.938

9'4" 22.5" 2.938

9'6" 22.875 3

9'8" 23 3.0

10' 23.125 3.0625

10’ 23.25 3.125

NEW
2019



BEACON MODEL

NEW
2019

“THIS IS THE BOARD THAT WILL GET YOU TO THE FINISH LINE”
I wanted to make a board with a wide nose and slightly more pulled in tail to really appeal to surfers 
of all ability levels. For the surfer looking to consistently get to the tip, this board is perfect. It gives you 
the confidence to get to the nose in one fluid motion.
The main attributes of this board focus on early wave entry and stability for the surf- er looking to 
enhance their classic longboarding style. The pulled in tail allows for quicker rail-to-rail turns, and easy 
set-up for nose rides. The board has a continuous easy entry rocker that is forgiving and stable for 
cross-stepping and late take offs.
The midsection of the board is a quarter inch wider than most of our models, lending to more stability 
while moving up and down the board. The blended concave and 50/50 rails throughout make for easy 
transition from the back of the board to the nose “To take you from the center of the board to the finish 
line!”

POCKET KNIFE MODEL

Average nose: 17.5”
Average tail: 16.75”

9’0” 22.50 2.8125

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.9375

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.0625

9’10” 23.25 3.0625

10’ 23.25 3.125

A new model inspired by and designed for Bing rider, Mele Saili, the Pock-
et Knife starts with a Magic Sam inspired outline. The wide point back and rolled/ 
turned-up tail bottom enables quick but smooth pivot turns and easy noseriding  
anywhere on the wave. Its narrow nose fits into tight pockets without catching and the 
blunt end allows the rider to hang parallel tens on the nose. Its thinned out 50/50 rails cre-
ates optimal stability and the rounded diamond tail facilitates smooth and graceful turns. 
This board design suits Mele’s style because she likes to setup the board quickly and get 
to the nose without hesitation to achieve long noserides, then cut back and setup for the 
next noseride. This a model for surfers of any level and best suited for waves in the knee 
to head high range and should be ridden 2” longer for optimal noseriding. - Matt Calvani, 
head shaper/designer 

“The Pocket Knife is a slimmer noserider with nice glide for smooth wave  
entry. A board built to fit comfortably in the pocket of a wave due to its  
slender shape. I found it to be versatile in its noseriding and turning capabilities- 
A good board choice for traveling and adapting to different waves fast or slow.” 
- Mele Saili, Bing Rider ( San Diego, CA )

9’0” 22.50 2.8125

22.75 22.625 2.875

2.875 22.75 2.9375

9’2” 23 3

22.875 23.125 3.0625

2.875 23.25 3.0625

9’4” 23.25 3.125

23



BUENO LIFE MODEL

Average nose:  18.5”
Average tail: 16.5” (8.25” moontail)

9’0” 22.50 3

9’2” 22.625 3

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3.0625

9’8” 23.25 3.125

9’10” 23.375 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.3125

“Matt and I developed the Bueno Life model with East and West coast  
log-riding in mind. The board is ideal for point surf and tapered peelers.  
The Bueno is ultra responsive in the turn department, provides great lift and  
stability when on the nose, goes great off the bottom and trims with the  
best of em’. With a pronounced nose concave and a wide moon tail,  
the board drives quickly off the bottom  allowing me to set up my 
nose rides quickly in the pocket. It holds really well once the rail is 
set, sticking and lifting just enough to keep you in that sweet spot. 
The Bueno offers up the perfect balance between loggy and loose.” – Dean Petty ( Nova 
Scotia, Canada )

MR. RODGERS MODEL

Average nose: 18”
Averagel tail: 16.5”

9’0” 22.50 2.875

9’2” 22.625 3

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

10’2” 23.5 3.375

10’4” 23.5 3.375

10’6” 24 3.625

Designed in collaboration with Bing rider, Mick Rodgers, the Mr. Rodgers is a  
Nuuhiwa/Rick Noserider-influenced noserider that is designed for ample lift while 
still maintaining forward trim speed and turning ability. The blended concave  
creates smooth noserides and control on the tip, and the slightly pulled in nose 
fits snugly in the pocket. The gradual curve in the outline compliments the turned-
up rail-line in the tail allowing loose smooth turns and more control when setting 
up for noserides. The slight roll in the bottom and flatter rocker creates smoother  
transitions and improved trim. The Mr. Rodgers performs in a variety of conditions but 
excels in points and beach breaks, especially if there’s a little punch.



JAMES PARRY MODEL

Average Nose: 18.25”
Average tail: 16.5”

9’0” 18.25 22.50 16.25 2.875

9’2” 18.25 22.625 16.5 2.875

9’4” 18.25 22.75 16.5 3

9’6” 18.25 23 16.5 3

9’8” 18.25 23.25 16.5 3.125

9’10” 18.25 23.375 16.5 3.1875

10’ 18.25 23.375 16.5 3.25

“The ideas and inspiration of the shape of this board stemmed from the  
iconic noseriders from the late 1960’s. Over the last year, Matt and I developed and  
modified several variations until we arrived at the final version. The model has a 
blended concave that creates an uninterrupted bottom contour from nose to tail, 
giving the board a natural lift for critical noserides while maintaining its speed 
through sections. A little added volume in the nose increases stability when  
walking back through slopey sections. The subtle V starting just in front of the fin makes  
turning the board easier, tighter and allows for precise positioning on the wave. 
It was essential to enhance the versatility of the entire board, which successfully  
ensures it is suitable for all conditions, including beach breaks, point breaks, fat and steep 
waves. It also boasts design to suit all abilities.” - James Parry ( Sennen, UK )

ELEVATOR BY CHRIS DEL MORO

Average  nose: 18” 
Average tail: 15.5”

9’0” 22.50 2.875

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.875

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.0625

9’10” 23.25 3.25

10’ 23.25 3.25

In the 1960’s the Bing Nuuhiwa Noserider and Lightweight models set the  
standard for noseriding perfection. Today, that model of excellence is the new Bing 
Elevator. Our most technical noserider which combines concave and step deck in 
the nose with a subtle tail rocker, creating a well balanced lift suitable for mind-al-
tering noserides. The flex in the nose allows you to lock into the pocket and pump 
down the line, while the lift in the tail stabilizes the board allowing you to find the 
sweet spot with ease.  Unlike many noseriders of the past, the Elevator holds its for-
ward  projection and is easily piloted through hard directional pivots off the tail.  
Every team rider who rides this board calls it the “best noserider”  they’ve ever  
ridden. With a pocket and point waves, this board is a lavish tool for the surfer whose 
focus is getting lots of tip time.  



LOVEBIRD BY CHRIS DEL MORO

9’0” 18.375 22.5 14.75 2.1875

9’2” 18.375 22.625 14.75 2.875

9’4” 18.375 22.75 14.75 2.9375

9’6” 18.375 23 14.75 3

9’8” 18.375 23.125 14.75 3.125

9’10” 18.375 23.25 14.75 3.1875

10’ 18.375 23.375 14.75 3.25

Designed in collaboration with Chris Del Moro, the Lovebird is the all-around small to 
head high wave wizard. Each board is a functional piece of art, with a mutli-color res-
in pigment design or unique fabric inlay/pigmented bottom wrap and Lovebird fin. The 
nose is pulled in for a tighter fit in the lip line, providing stability for noserides. For further 
lift while perched on the tip, there is a modest tail rocker and wide based 9”-10” single fin. 
Matt created a diamond tail with a scooped out deck that’s pure eye candy. It also has a 
slight V-bottom through the tail and down rails going into a hard edge in the tail allowing 
for unmatched maneuverability off the back foot and through full-rail power turns.

LONG
BO
ARDS



ORIGINAL NOSERIDER BN LIGHTWEIGHT

LEVITATOR

PINTAIL LIGHTWEIGHT

LONGBOARDS

CALIFORNIA PINTAIL CALIFORNIA SQUARE TAIL

PIPELINER

ELEVATOR
BY CHRIS DEL MORO

TRIMULUX

CLASSIC PIG

HIGH FIVE

PORK CHOP

LOVEBIRD

FERAL PIG CLASSIC 3 STRINGER

SILVER SPOON
BY CHRIS DEL MORO



ORIGINAL NOSERIDER

Average nose: 18.5” 
Average tail: 16.25”

9’0” 22.5 2.875

9’2” 22.625 3

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3.0625

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

10’2” 23.625 3.5

10’6” 24 3.625

The original Bing Noserider was first designed in 1965 by Bing Copeland and  
Donald Takayama for Bing Surfboard’s star team rider at the time. This classic  
traditional surfboard was built for the sole purpose of noseriding. The Original 
Noserider today is still made according to the 60s design and consists of a deep  
tear-drop concave for lift, 5-stringer t-band ( 1/8 “ cedar, 3/8 “ balsa, 1/4 “ black 
foam, 3/8 “ balsa, 1/8 “ cedar), a red and black high-density foam tail block, 10 oz. 
volan fiberglass and/or competition band upon request. This model thrives in 
small to mid-size waves in clean conditions. This is the Original Noserider that all  
noseriders have been modeled after.

BN LIGHTWEIGHT

Average nose: 18.5” 
Average tail: 16.25”

9’0” 22.50 2.875

9’2” 22.625 3

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3.0625

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

The BN Lightweight was designed to be a lightweight version of the Origi-
nal Bing Noserider. The BN Lightweight incorporates the same noserider funda-
mentals as the original. The nose concave is the same depth as the original but  
instead, it is blended out the end of the concave to let more water flow through. This  
enables the board to be ridden lighter without losing as much speed. The model still  
maintains the 50/50 rails and reverse tail rocker, but comes with a single stringer or a 
standard 2-stringer foam t-band to keep the blank light but strong, in addition to  
strengthening the fin box to accommodate bigger fins. This model is ideal for small 
to shoulder high waves and great for the traveler who wants to bring the Orig-
inal Noserider but doesn’t want the hassle of the weight and the glass-on fin.  
The BN Lightweight is by far the best lightweight dedicated noserider in the  
Bing line-up.



LEVITATOR

Average nose:19.5” 
Average tail: 16.25”

9’0” 19.5 23.5 16.4 2.875

9’2” 19.5 23.75 16.25 2.875

9’4” 19.5 23.75 16.25 2.875

9’6” 19.5 23.75 16.25 3

9’8” 19.5 23.75 16.4 3.0625

9’10” 19 23.75 16.5 3.125

10’ 19 24 16.5 3.25

Get ready to levitate. Adopting a similar deck and rockerline to the Bing Elevator, 
the Levitator combines step deck and concave with a wide outline and foiled down 
rails, allowing you to defy the laws of gravity and noseriding. Find yourself clearing 
through every section you encounter while still hanging ten with insane amounts  
of speed on the nose. Where the Elevator is more ideal in steeper beach break style 
waves, the Levitator excels in mushier waves with a little more slope, like your lo-
cal point or reef break. Ideal for surfers who prefer more volume with stability, glide 
and lift in the nose, ride the Levitator 2-4” shorter than your typical noserider for o 
ptimum performance.

SILVER SPOON

Average nose:  19.5”
Average tail: 16.25”

9’0” 22.625 2.875

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.875

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

10’2” 23.625 3.5

10’4” 23.75 3.5

10’6” 24 3.625

Applying all of the nuances of original Bing surfboards, Matt Calvani designs this 
surfboard to be an evolution of the noserider. A surfboard inspired by the Bing  
Original Noserider that combines the template of the Bing Lightweight with a deep 
blended concave, giving you lift for noseriding while maintaining speed and glide 
down-the-line. Featuring a 3-stringer (bass wood )cluster square tail design for  
small to medium surf for any type of wave from points, reefs to beach breaks, the Sil-
ver Spoon’s step or “spoon” tail provides lift for noseriding and thins out the tail 
for more maneuverability. This proven best-selling versatile noserider features a  
pivot fin much like the noserider fin but narrower and more functional for  
turning. Glassed with 6+6+4oz deck patch on the deck and 8oz on the bottom,  
the Silver Spoon has the nice weight of a traditional noserider but is  moderate enough for 
surfers of all levels to enjoy. Looking to get your first traditional noserider, this is a  good 
place to start.



CALIFORNIA PINTAIL

Averagenose:  18 1/2”
Average tail: 16 1/2” (8 1/4” moontail)

9’0” 22.50 2.75

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.875

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

The California Pintail is designed to be the all around basic noserid-
er that you can surf anywhere . I really went back to the basics on these 
without all the bells and whistles. They are solid noseriders with a parallel  
outline, deeper blended concave, and a flat rocker. To balance out these  
elements, the boards can be ridden two inches or so shorter and a little thinner. 
The result is a board with great trim speed that will pull back into the pocket to get  
parallel-stance noserides all the way to the beach. The flat rocker also gives the 
board drive through the turns without stalling which can result from too much 
tail rocker. The key to ordering this board is to get the proper size and volume for 
your style and the conditions you’ll be surfing in. Please feel free to inquire for  
suggestions. - Matt Calvani, shaper/designer. 

CALIFORNIA SQUARE TAIL

Average Nose: 18.5” 
Average tail: 17”

9’0” 22.50 2.75

9’2” 22.75 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.875

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

When I set out to design the California Square, my goal was to make a faster  
noserider that could surf any type of wave on any coast.  I felt on certain waves I was 
getting caught behind on sections especially on mushy, crumbly waves. So in concep-
tualizing the Cali Square, the idea was to go back to design basics.  With an 18 1/2” nose 
and 17” tail, I achieved a more parallel outline.  Then I offset the wide tail with a thinner rail 
with more belly in the tail to keep it loose in turns. At first I went very flat with the rocker 
but found I wasn’t getting enough lift in the pocket when nose riding, so instead, I kept 
adding tail rocker while keeping the nose rocker flat until I achieved a good balance be-
tween speed and lift. I maintained a medium depth blended concave.  The only trade-off 
with the design is that because the board does run faster than my other models, it forces 
you to burn speed and stall properly to get good long noserides. I feel it’s an exciting and 
challenging board that ultimately results in longer overall rides. - Matt Calvani, shaper/
designer



PINTAIL LIGHTWEIGHT

Average nose: 18.5”
Average tail: 15.5”

8’0” 23 3

8’2” 23 3

8’4” 23 3

8’6” 23 3.125

9’0” 22.5 3

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.0625

10’ 23.375 3.25

A single-fin surfboard first designed by Dick Brewer in the late 60s featuring the 
first hard edge along the tail and a softer more traditional rail forward from the tail, 
the Pintail Lightweight is an all-around and functional design for medium to head 
high waves. With a moderately wide nose, slightly turned down rails going into a 
hard edge, ending in a rounded pintail. This board is glassed lighter (6+6oz deck, 6oz  
bottom) for increased maneuverability, staying true to its “Lightweight” name.

TRIMULUX

Average nose: 18.5”
Average tail: 15.25”  

9’0” 22.50 2.8125

9’2” 22.625 2.875

9’4” 22.75 2.9375

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.1875

10’ 23.375 3.25

Available as a square tail or a pintail, this model’s name says it all. This board can 
be ridden 2” smaller in length then most traditional single fins because of it’s  
relatively flat rocker. Flat on the deck and the bottom with a slight blended  
concave, Matt keeps this model an 1/8” thinner than most of the Bing models while 
maintaining the board’s thickness to an eggy 50/50 rail. This gives the board extra glide 
and turning sensitivity as well as ample noseriding ability for its size. If you’re looking 
for an introductory noserider but still want to turn on a dime without all the weight of 
a traditional board, this is it.



FERAL PIG

Average nose: 15.75”
Average tail: 17”

9’0” 22.25 3

9’2” 22.5 3

9’4” 22.625 3.0625

9’6” 22.75 3.125

9’8” 22.75 3.1875

9’10” 23 3.25

10’ 23 3.3125

Mike says, “I love the way a pig rides. In the beginning of 2009 I sold my quiver of 
“nose rider” logs in an effort to fund a new quiver of pigs. I wanted to see what 
was currently being made in the swine family. With the proceeds from this sale I 
went straight to Matt. At the time, I didn’t know that much about pigs, but I knew 
Matt was the go to guy. Matt shaped me a beautiful board that treated me well. So 
well, I will not sell it. Enter August 2011. I have been exclusively riding pig boards 
for over 3 years. I approach Matt again. I ask him if we can put some kind of collabo-
ration together. I feel like I have significant experiences that might be able to contrib-
ute to designing the ideal pig board, I feel like he has the skill and the foundation to  
execute what I am thinking about. I bring over many pigs from my herd. I tell him what 
experiences I had on the boards. Additionally I show him video and photos of how the 
boards preformed and in what conditions the preformed in. He takes it all in. We pass 
some numbers back and forth, and some ideas for the aesthetic of the finish. Matt gets 
after it. He shapes it. I am there and observe it all. I am so stoked and full of anticipation....”( 
Read more on bingsurf.com/collections/feral-pig)

PIPELINER

9’0” 17.25 22.625 14.50 3

9’2” 17.25 22.625 14.50 3

9’4” 17.25 22.625 14.50 3.0625

9’6” 17.25 22.75 14.50 3.125

9’8” 17.25 23 14.50 3.125

9’10” 17.25 23.125 14.50 3.25

10’ 17.25 23.25 14.50 3.25

Made famous by and designed in conjunction with Dick Brewer, the Pipeliner is a classic 
medium to large-wave longboard that introduced functional design to large-wave surf-
ing with its 3/16 “ cedar center stringer and two offset t-band stringers (1/8” cedar, 1/4” 
blue foam or balsa, 1/8” cedar), volan glass for strength, and glass-on transparent blue 
fin. A pintail longboard made for drawing long smooth graceful lines.



CLASSIC PIG

Average nose: 15.75”
Average tail: 17”

9’0” 22.25 2.875

9’2” 22.5 2.9375

9’4” 22.625 3

9’6” 22.75 3

9’8” 22.875 3.125

9’10” 23 3.25

10’ 23.25 3.25

A tribute to the late 50s and early 60s, the Classic Pig was every surfboard 
manufacturer’s “bread and butter.” This board features a 2” balsa or 1” redwood string-
er, classic heavy foam, volan glass, a narrow nose, no concave, slight belly, wide point 
further back and a classic glass-bead wood fin, providing an authentic glimpse into the 
true beginnings of surfing.  Though the board may look old and loggy, this board is 
remarkably sensitive on the tail and will turn quick.

PORK CHOP

9’0” 22.375 2.875

9’2” 22.5 2.875

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23 3

9’10” 23.125 3.1875

10’ 23.25 3.25

The Pork Chop has been in the works for over five years. My goal has been to make a pig 
that represents the best of the past with modern elements. The outline was the key, a 
proportional nose and tail that is pleasing to the eye as well as functional. The width in the 
tail is just right to give plenty of control in turns, and yet maintain speed. As well the nose 
definitely a pig yet wide enough and balanced to get a good nose ride.  The rocker, foil, 
and rails were just as crucial. Enough continues deck curve with a slight lift in the nose. 
This helps to surf dumpy beach break yet still glide on the smallest mushy days. The board 
is very foiled out to give it a sleek and responsive feel. The foiled out egg rails are thin yet 
full enough not to feel catchy.  I’ve worked through many variations to final arrive at very 
refined ascetically pleasing functional pig. The board comes stock with the an updated fin 
template based of the classic Bing wood fin from the early 60s. There’s always the option 
for a fiberglass fin or fin box as well.  I hope you enjoy. - Matt Calvani



CLASSIC 3 STRINGER

Average nose: 17.5” 
Average tail: 15.5”

9’0” 22.5 2.875

9’2” 22.625 3

9’4” 22.75 3

9’6” 23 3

9’8” 23.125 3.1875

9’10” 23.25 3.25

10’ 23.375 3.25

Based on the original design made famous by one of Bing’s key shapers in the 1960’s, 
the Classic 3-stringer is the original speed shape design.  It features a more refined “pig” 
shaped outline with a narrower pulled-in nose, no nose concave, triple redwood stringers 
setup, tail block, and foiled/pinched rails, this model’s strength lies in trim speed.   This 
board is ideal for any size waves but can handle larger faster surf. Available with a triple 
redwood stringer configuration or with offset glue lines to reduce weight.

HIGH FIVE

9’0” 22.50 2.75

9’1” 22.75 2.875

9’2” 23 3

9'3" 23 3

9’4” 23 3

9’5” 23 3

9’6” 23 3.0625

9’8” 23.125 3.125

9’10” 23.25 3.25

10’ 23.375 3.25

The High 5 isn’t your ordinary performance longboard. It’s designed to have a wide range 
of use with some secret ingredients. First off it has a five fin option. With the High 5 you 
have a quad fin option that will supercharge the boards turning ability and speed. What 
makes the quad perform so well is the combination of a narrow pintail and deep double 
concave vee. This gives a smoother turn with plenty of bite. If the quad is not your thing 
the two plus one works incredibly well on this board. The High 5 comes in a pintail and 
square tail version. The full 19” inch nose with critically positioned concave is the key to 
lift on the nose without pushing water. This is where the secret ingredient comes in. From 
just past center to the front fins there is a Venturi concave inside the already generous 
double concave which sucks the tail down when on the nose. The same Venturi concave 
when on the tail forces the water to be channeled to create extra speed and with the 
pintail double concave vee you’ll have all the control you need. Another key ingredient to 
make all this work is the thinned out rail because at high speeds you need rail control and 
thinner rails are faster because there’s less curve to create drag. We utilize a dome deck 
to give you the paddle power and flotation you need. To boil it all down, High 5 will go 
faster, catch waves better, noseride longer and turn harder than most high performance 
longboards. We have been evolving this same board for over 15 years it’s proven it’s a 
Bing. Glassed with 6+6+4oz deck patch on the deck and 6oz on the bottom.



MID
LENGTHS

SEEKER MAUI FOIL

AUSTRALIAN FOILFOIL 2017

Smaller than longboards and longer than the typical shortboard, the midlengths are easy 
to surf and profitable for every surfer on the line up. Doesn’t matter the level or the board 
you are used to surf, those boards are a very enjoyable option to go for a surf.
On the Bing catalog you have multiple options to choose, no matter if your looking the 
small - but fun - surfboard or something more performance. Bing has a perfect option for 
every kind of wave.



MINI LOVEBIRD

LOTUS

COLLECTOR

KARMA

PINTAIL MINI

RAVEN

STUBBIE
I wanted to come up with my own version of the classic round tail single fin stubbie shape 
reminiscent of the early 70’s.
NOTE THIS IS NOT A HULL..
The board features a flat overall rocker with a slight nose kick. For bottom contours, I went 
with a roll entry into single concave into a generous amount of vee running out the tail. 
The rails are a bit harder than some of the midlengths in our line (ie the alpha pin) so the 
board tends to feel faster down the line with the ability to generate speed nicely but still 
maintains easy trimming capabilities. The board is designed for easy paddling and wave 
entry and ULTRA SMOOTH turns.The board feels like it looks. Ultra smooth. I recommend 
this board to anyone looking to up their wave count on an all around smooth riding single 
fin egg. - Matt Calvanit

NEW
2019

6'6" 20.75 2.625 49.8

6'8" 21 2.75 52

6'10" 21.25" 2.75 53.5

7'0" 21.25 2.875 54.8

7'2" 21.5 2.875 56.5

7'4" 21.75 2.875 59.1

7'6" 21.75 2.875 64.7

7'4" 21.75 2.875



ALPHA PIN
NEW MODEL! This board’s name derives from the first letter of the Greek alphabet, AL-
PHA, giving the nod to the late ‘60s when pintail shortboards first came on to the scene 
and marking the very beginning of the shortboard revolution. This board features a wide-
point forward, a soft rail with a slight roll to a single concave and heavy vee in the tail. 
The Alpha Pin defies all logic on paddle-ability and rides FAST and SMOOTH with excel-
lent maneuverability for a board of its type. Maintaining a longboard trim but climbs and 
drops easily on the face, and allows for deep fades and cutbacks into hard bottom turns 
with a forward projection into a high-line style. Its most unique quality is that it will dic-
tate a style of clean-line surfing that you never thought you had.- Matt Calvani, shaper/
designer

NEW
2019

6'8" 21 2.75 49.8

6'10" 21.25 2.75 52

7'0" 21.25 2.75 53.5

7'2" 21.50 3 54.8

7'4" 21.75 3 56.5

7'6" 21.75 3 59.1

7'8" 22 3.0625 64.7

7'10" 22 3.0625

8'0" 22.25 3.125

8'2" 21.375 3.185

8'4" 22.5 3.1875

8'6" 22.625 3.25

Average nose: 16”
Average tail: 14” - 14.25”

SEEKER

Average nose:  17”
Average tail: 15”

7’2” 21.6 3 49.8

7’4” 21.85 3 52

7’6” 22 3 53.5

7’8” 22.15 3 54.8

7’10” 22.35 3 56.5

8’0” 22.5 3 59.1

8’6” 23 3 64.7

I wanted to create a board that was appealing to longboarders, and 
shortboarders to be a wave-catching machine. What makes the Seeker different is the 
high volume, flat deck and bottom, and medium fold-down rail, giving the board a feeling 
of riding on top of the water that gives a lively, yet stable feeling. The wider nose creates 
a more parallel outline for more drive, speed, and trim. I kicked up the nose rocker in 
the last foot to navigate late take-offs and to be able to fade deep into the wave. The 
squash tail provides more surface area for added stability and earlier wave-catching, and 
the slight lift and double concave in the tail give it sensitivity and release in the turns. With 
the balanced elements, this model will excel in mushy or steeper, bigger waves. The 2+1 
fin configuration allows for a single fin option that is a favorite among our factory/retail 
store design team, comprised of pro level to average surfers. – Matt Calvani, head shaper/
designer



FOIL 2017

Averagel nose: 16.5”
Average tail: 15.24”

6’4” 20.25 2.62 36.8

6’6” 20.5 2.62 37.1

6’8” 20.75 2.62 38.5

6’10” 20.85 2.75 40.7

7’0” 21 2.75 42.8

7’2” 21.12 2.75 43.7

7’4” 21.25 2.75 45.3

7’6” 21.5 2.87 47.8

7’8” 21.75 2.87 49.5

7’10” 22 3 52.9

After many years of making the Maui Foil and the Pintail Mini, I wanted to shape 
a blend of the two boards. We’ve had a lot of success with the Pintail Mini mostly  
because of the relaxed rocker, fuller outline and a well balanced thickness and foil.  
While the Maui Foil has been a bigger wave alternative egg, I wanted to expand on 
its timeless curves. By widening the Maui Foil center width as well avs the nose and 
tail, and adding the Pintail Mini’s rocker and foil, we come up with an eye pleasing,  
very versatile refined egg shape. Where the Pintail Mini draws smooth seamless lines, The 
Foil’s rounder pintail will allow more freedom and release especially on top turns. This is 
key in expanding our midrange options to more specifically tailored surfers needs.

MAUI FOIL

Average nose:  15.75”
Average tail: 14.75”

6’6” 20.5 2.625 37.2

6’8” 20.75 2.625 39.2

6’10” 20.75 2.6875 40.4

7’0” 20.875 2.6785 41

7’2” 20.875 2.75 44.1

7’4” 20.875 2.75 45

7’6” 21 2.75 46.7

7’8” 21.125 2.875 49.7

7’10” 21.25 2.875 51.3

8’0” 21.25 3 56.6

8’2” 21.375 3 57.4

8’4” 22 3 58.8

8’6” 22.5 3 60.5

Made famous in 1970 when Bing team rider, Rolf Aurness, won the World Champion-
ship of Surfing in Australia, this model is a modern revival designed by Matt Calvani. A 
high-performance short to mid-range board, the Maui Foil’s nose rocker allows for ease of 
entry into waves while its double-concave tail kick allows for powerful single-fin turning. 
The rails are turned slightly down forward in the board and come to a down, hard-edge 
in the tail which increases speed and maneuverability. Ideal in medium to overhead surf, 
the Maui Foil can be your everyday board or your step-up for big days and is also available 
in a 2+1 fin configuration for added versatility.



AUSTRALIAN FOIL

Average nose: 15.5” 
Average tail: 14.5”

6’6” 20.5 2.625 37.7

6’8” 20.5 2.6875 39.5

6’10” 20.75 2.6875 40.8

7’0” 20.75 2.75 42.9

7’2” 21 2.75 44.5

7’4” 21.125 2.75 45.6

7’6” 21.25 2.75 46.7

7’8” 21.125 2.875 49.7

7’10” 21.5 3 52.6

8’0” 21.625 3 53.9

8’2” 21.75 3 55.2

8’4” 22 3.125 59.3

8’6” 22.5 3.125 61.2

The Australian Foil, otherwise known as the Oz Foil, was a model made famous 
by three-time Australian champion, Keith Paul, in 1973. While Keith was with Bing  
Surfboards, he shaped and designed his own model which turned out to be one of 
the best-selling models at the time. The original board design varied drastically due 
to the fast-changing shortboard revolution, but there were some distinct design  
features which Matt has tried to capture in his version of the Oz Foil. The original de-
sign was relatively flat with the wide point forward and a full rolled displacement 
to flat out the tail bottom; the tails varied from round, square, to diamond tails. In 
keeping the functional elements while modernizing the rest, Matt has re-designed 
his model to take a high-line, maintain trim speed and keep with stylistic surfing 
of that era. The flatter rocker and wide point forward are key to executing smooth  
cutbacks and bottom turn into trim effortlessly. He went with a diamond tail given that it 
facilitates these maneuvers well. Allowing you to maintain effortless speed with height-
ened turn capabilities, this board will satisfy surfers of varying abilities.

COLLECTOR

Average nose: 18” 
Average tail: 15.125”

6’6” 20.75 2.625 37.9

6’8” 21 2.75 40.4

6’10” 21 2.75 41.5

7’0” 21.25 2.875 43.2

7’2” 21.5 2.875 44.8

7’4” 21.75 2.875 47.9

7’6” 22 2.875 49.7

7’8” 22.25 2.9375 52.3

7’10” 22.3125 3 55.6

8’0” 22.5 3 57.4

8’2” 22.5 3.125 60.7

8’4” 22.75 3.125 62.9

8’6” 23 3.1875 66.4

This new mini-noserider shape was coined the “Collector” because when you  
paddle it out, it will undoubtedly collect! Built primarily as a mid-range, this board appeals 
to a broad range of surfers and surfing styles. Matt first designed the board as a quad, yet 
discovered he could get great noserides too. As he got more feedback from team riders 
and customers, he honed in on the board’s true versatility. Most people prefer to ride the 
board from the tail and never walk the board but were sold on the wider nose for pad-
dling ability. This model is the ultimate quiver killer. As for design, the board has a shallow 
nose concave going into a slight roll into a heavy double concave in the tail. To add to the 
board’s versatility, we recommend the board with a 4+1 fin box configuration so that it 
can be ridden as a quad, a 2+1 or a single fin. The quad setup works amazing for quick 
direction changes and surfing in the pocket. The 2+1 setup gives you drive and control 
and you can lean hard into each turn. As a single fin you can take classic high lines with 
the wide point being forward and still execute smooth cut backs and noserides. The most 
popular and versatile size range is 7’4-7’10” for all around noseriding and turning ability.



PINTAIL MINI

Average nose: 18” 
Average tail: 15.125”

6’2” 20 2.625 35

6’4” 20 2.625 36

6’6” 20.5 2.625 38.3

6’8” 20.75 2.625 39.9

6’10” 21.25 2.75 43.5

7’0” 21.25 2.75 44.5

7’2” 21.3125 2.75 45.7

7’4” 21 2.75 45.8

7’6” 21.5 2.8125 48

7’8” 21.75 2.875 50.6

7’10” 21.75 2.9375 52.8

8’0” 22.3125 3 57

The Pintail Mini was originally intended to be a mid-length or “mini” version of its 
predecessor the Pintail Lightweight, capturing the transition from longboard to  
midrange. Similar to its cousin, the Maui Foil, it had to have modern elements while 
keeping to its original intention. Since the Maui Foil was intended to be more of a 
gunnier egg shape that works great in a little power, Matt wanted to design a board 
that was more all-around. Using the Maui Foil as his starting point, he added width 
with a fuller nose and tail while keeping the signature hard pintail and down rail 
nose. The bottom has a very slight roll to flat in the middle to a generous amount of  
double concave spiral vee back to flat out the tail for release in the wave. The modest  
continuous rocker with a little extra kick in the nose and tail along with the 2+1 fin 
configuration give the rider plenty of fin options and versatility. This model’s true 
magic is that it rides just as remarkable shorter (6’0-7’0) as a mid-range (7’0’-8’6).  
If you want a board that catches waves with ease and turns on a dime, this is it!

RAVEN

Average nose: 16” 
Average tail: 14.75”

6’6” 20 2.625 38.7

6’8” 20.25 2.75 40.5

6’10” 20.25 2.75 41.7

7’0” 20.75 2.75 43.8

7’2” 21.25 2.8125 46.3

7’4” 21.375 2.8125 48

7’6” 21.5 3 52.2

7’8” 21.5 3 53.8

7’10” 21.5 3 55.5

8’0” 21.5 3 57

8’2” 21.75 3 59.2

8’4” 22.25 3.125 62.7

8’6” 22.5 3.25 66

The Raven is a transitional board that bridges the gap between longboard and 
short single fin. Rooted in the Karma rocker, it features a modest displacement 
hull to vee bottom and a narrower outline. The Karma works great in small to  
medium range surf, but the Raven will handle a bigger wave while maintaining its  
functionality in medium-sized waves as well. It allows you to catch waves with ease 
and maintain constant speed with added control. With its slight edge in the tail for 
drive and control, this model is highly responsive and allows you to push on the 
tail as hard as you want. Several of top Bing riders contributed to the evolution of 
this model and confirmed it’s superior ride. Chris Del Moro was one of the first to 
ride one and with his help, Matt decided to add more edge further up the rail be-
cause he thought the front of the board felt sticky and lacked the flow in turns. Adam 
Cap, Mick Rogers, James Parry, Alessandro Ponzanelli and Lauren Hill also ride and  
endorse this model with great enthusiasm. Everyone’s raving about the Raven!



MINI LOVEBIRD

Average nose: 18” 
Average tail: 15.25”

6’2” 20 2.625 32.9

6’4” 20.5 2.6875 37.6

6’6” 20.5 2.75 40.1

6’8” 21 2.75 41.7

6’10” 21.375 2.75 43.5

7’0” 21.5 2.75 44.9

7’2” 21.5 2.8125 46.8

7’4” 21.75 2.875 49.7

7’6” 21.75 2.875 50.8

7’8” 21.6875 2.875 53.5

7’10” 22 3 57.8

8’0” 21.6875 2.875 55.3

A sized-down version of the Lovebird by Chris Del Moro, the Mini has all the same 
features, including a down rail going into a hard-edge for drive down the line and 
a deep vee in the tail for smooth but radical full-rail through turns, all in one small  
package. Ride this board as a mid-length or a step-up for bigger days!

KARMA

Average nose: 16” to 16.5” 
Average tail: 15”

6’6” 20.5 2.75 39.10

6’8” 21 2.75 41.40

6’10” 21.25 2.75 43.90

7’0” 21.75 2.8125 45.30

7’2” 21.625 2.8125 46.60

7’4” 21.5 2.8125 48.30

7’6” 22.125 2.875 51

7’8” 22.375 3 55

7’10” 22.5 3 56.30

8’0” 22.75 3 58.10

8’2” 22.75 3.0625 61.40

8’4” 23 3.125 63

8’6” 23 3.125 65.50

A transitional Bing from the late 1960s, the Good Karma is an egg-shaped retro  
single-fin with a rounded pin tail that provides smooth gliding speed along with  
arcing turns. This board features a hard rail in the tail with soft rails forward that gives it a 
retro mid-length feel. Appropriate in medium to large waves and ideal in the 7’0+ length.



LOTUS

Average nose: 16.75” 
Average tail: 14.5”

5’6” 19.5 2.375 29.40

5’8” 19.75 2.5 31.60

5’10” 20 2.5 33.80

6’0” 20.25 2.5625 36.60

6’2” 20.5 2.6875 39.20

6’4” 20.75 2.75 41.20

6’6” 21 2.75 43.40

6’8” 21.5 2.8125 46.50

Originally a cooperative design between Bing and Dick Brewer, this late 60s  
classic single-fin shortboard and first generation mini-gun has been re-designed 
by Matt Calvani and possesses the glide of a fish while maintaining tighter sin-
gle-fin turning characteristics. The OT Lotus has a wide, flat nose with a displace-
ment hull entry for glide and smooth easy wave entry, and a thick pulled-in pintail 
with double concave for loose rail-to-rail turns and increased speed turns in small to  
medium-sized waves.

SHORT
BOARDS
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PUCK
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CYPRESS
The BING Cypress is your every day groveler that performs in a range of conditions. The 
Cypress has a slightly wider nose, wide point forward, a longer rail line, and characteristics 
found in our fish designs. This combination equates to easy entry into waves with direct 
speed down the line. A wide squashtail helps get through flat spots where the slightly 
increased rocker compared to our twin-fins allows the Cypress to perform off the lip and 
in power turns.
Designed to surf as a twin + trailer for fast, skatey feeling but can easily convert to a thrust-
er if preferred. Great for the surfer looking for the speed and drive of a fish with more 
maneuverability off the tail. The Cypress can be custom ordered as a Quad Fin.
The Cypress is a versatile design that bridges the gap between the Bing Fish models and 
the Dharma 2.0. It’s name pays homage to Bing Surfboards original Hermosa location, 
located on Cypress Avenue.

NEW
2019

5'4" 20.00 2.375 26.9

5'6" 20.25 2.5 30.2

5'8" 20.5 2.5 31.6

5'10" 20.75 2.525 32.5

6'0" 21 2.625 34.6

6'2" 21.25 2.75 37.8

6'4" 21.5 2.875 40.8

6'6" 21.75 2.875 42.4

6'8" 22 3 46.4

CONCAVE KEEL

5’2” 20.5 2.25 26.8

5’4” 20.75 2.31 28.6

5’6” 21 2.36 30.8

5’8” 21.25 2.41 32.4

5’10” 21.75 2.5 35.1

The Concave Keel is the newest fish in the Bing lineup. Designed to be an ev-
ery day board not just a small wave cruiser. It excels in a variety of surf ranging 
from 2ft to a few feet overhead. Beach breaks, reefs, and points. The Concave Keel  
paddles great and gets into waves easily. Speed is built into this board. What 
makes this board so unique and special is with the extreme concave, we are able to  
accelerate the tail rocker in the last 6 inches off the board allowing for surprisingly tighter 
archs, snaps in the pocket and off the lip. This gives you a level of control that most tradi-
tional fishes don’t have. The board is extremely versatile for intermediate to experienced 
surfers. You can ride the Concave Keel 4 to 6 inches shorter than your normal shortboard. 
Important to note the Concave Keel is only available with glass on fins due to extreme 
concave running through the tail. We can’t accommodate fin boxes due to the angle of 
the box cants inward compromising the board’s performance. I would like to give credit to 
Ryan Burch and Rich Pavel and many other surfers on the inspiration to see the traditional 
fish as more than a retro design. - Matt Calvani



SUNFISH

5’4” 20.75 2.37 27.3

5’6” 20.75 2.50 29.9

5’8” 20.75 2.50 31

5’10” 21 2.62 33.7

6’0” 21.25 2.75 36.8

6’2” 21.50 2.75 38.5

6’4” 21.75 2.87 41.6

6’6” 21.75 3 44.0

6’8” 22.0 3 45.7

The story of the Sunfish started about 3 years ago when my friend Royce asked me to build 
a fish to compliment the Sea Shepherd keel fins made by Future fins. I had never based a 
board design off of a fin template before, but I enjoy a good challenge. Having never been a 
fan of removable keel fins because the size of the fins creates a lot of load on a fin box, I knew 
the shape had to be extremely refined to take the load off the fins and instead, distribute it 
between the outline and rails. To my surprise Royce’s 6’3” was magic even though it was way 
too big for me. Once I got a 5’8” under Chris Del Moro’s feet, I knew I had found a balanced 
combination of design elements. As we continued to test out the shape, we realized the Sea  
Shepherd fin template was too big, but luckily Futures offers a smaller version 
made in fiberglass called the K2. When Chris made his annual trip to Australia to 
hang with Dave Rastovich, he was able to surf some powerful waves and the board  
really came to life. Chris ended up leaving the board with Dave, who put the 
board through its paces at his home spot Lennox Head. Dave loved the glide and  
control of the Sunfish and the diversity of wave type it could be surfed in, so I made a  
quiver of Sunfishes ranging from 5’8” to 6’9” for him. Dave prefers Mark Richards  
style fin in his Sunfish so the design is definitely open to experimenting with  
smaller, less keel-oriented fin templates. -- Matt Calvani, Head Shaper/Owner

TWIN FIN FISH

5’2” 20.25 2.50 28.6

5’4” 20.75 2.50 30.2

5’6” 21.25 2.62 33.3

5’8” 21.25 2.62 34.6

5’10” 21.75 2.75 37.9

6’0” 22.25 2.75 40.3

6’2” 22.5 2.87 43.4

6’4” 22.5 2.87 43.4

6’6” 22.5 2.87 44.7

Drawing on his extensive experience shaping shortboards for professionals and 
amateurs alike, Matt Calvani developed a fish design that combines plenty of 
glide with maneuverability and lightning speed. The Bing Twin-fin Fish features a  
traditional 1970s keel outline and the progressive rail of a modern shortboard.  
Characterized by its fiberglass keel fins (glass-on or box), the Bing Twin-fin Fish  
possesses the perfect balance of width and thickness for any size waves and is one of the 
easiest boards to ride.



Q4

5’4” 20.25 2.375

5’6” 20.5 2.5

5’8” 20.75 2.5

5’10” 21 2.5

6’0” 21.25 2.5

6’2” 21.5 2.5

6’4” 21.75 2.5

6’6” 22 2.625

Able to generate the unprecedented speed of a twin keel board but also maintain control 
like a modern thruster, the Q4 is loose and drivey making it ideal for waves that exceed 
what the normal twin keel fish maxes out in. Featuring a double-wing swallow tail design 
with a short and wide outline, the Q4 should be ridden 2” longer than the Twin Fin Fish.

The Quad Q4 is an evolution of the Twin Fin Fish. 

QUAD FISH

Average nose: 16.25” 
Average tail: 16.5”

5’4” 21.25 2.5

5’6” 21.5 2.5

5’8” 21.75 2.625

5’10” 22 2.625

6’0” 22.25 2.625

6’2” 22.5 2.625

6’4” 22.75 2.75

6’6” 23 2.75

This Quad Fish was designed with more down-the-line speed in mind.  Compared to the 
Quad Q4, which has more curve throughout, this board is intended to have the same 
speed as a twin-fin with the control and hold of a standard quad.  This board comes stan-
dard with Fusion, Futures or FCSII boxes and a set of quad fins.



DHARMA

Average nose: 17.5” 
Average tail: 17.5”

5’2” 20.25 2.25 25.80

5’4” 20.75 2.25 27.40

5’6” 21 2.25 29.70

5’8” 21.125 2.3125 31.80

5’10” 21.375 2.375 33.90

6’0” 21.5 2.5 37.50

6’2” 21.5 2.5 38.90

6’4” 22 2.625 42.80

6’6” 22.5 2.8125 44.60

6’8” 22.5 2.875 46.90

6’10” 22.75 2.875 48.90

The Dharma blends modern surfing with the subtleties of riding a retro fish. This 
board was designed to catch a lot of waves, supplying endless amounts of fun 
to wave riders alike. Matt and I set out to design a board that was not only fast 
down the line but also turned with laser sharp precision and could pivot in the  
pocket. The flat nose rocker gives you optimum glide and paddle. The beveled rail 
and concave deck concept lessens the volume for increased sensitivity in rail-to-
rail turns. The butt tail provides multiple pivot points for quick direction chang-
es. The outcome of this quad-finned, butt-tail wave whip is hands-down the most 
fun fish I’ve surfed. This design works great back-side and front and is a perfect 
blend of front-foot speed and back-footed shredding. Suitable for clean lines, barrel 
riding, full rail turns and a perfect platform to take your aerial antics to the next level. 
Enjoy the ride and share the stoke. –Chris Del Moro.

DHARMA 2.0

5’2” 19.5 2.25 26.40

5’4” 19.75 2.25 25.80

5’6” 20.25 2.3125 28.10

5’8” 20.5 2.3125 29.30

5’10” 20.75 2.375 31.40

6’0” 21 2.4375 34.00

6’2” 21.375 2.5625 35.50

6’4” 21.75 2.625 38.60

6’6” 22 2.8125 40.70

6’8” 22.5 2.6875 43.70

The Dharma 2.0 is the next evolution from the original Dharma. This board has less nose 
and tail volume but still has many of the glide and paddle speed characteristics of the 
original Dharma. This means you can ride a wider range of waves with the Dharma 2.0. 
When the waves get a bit bigger, steeper and have more speed this board will still feel 
good. For most days this might become your go to board.



PUCK

Average nose: 19” 
Average tail: 18.5”

5’2” 21.5 2.625 33.40

5’4” 21.75 2.625 35.60

5’6” 22 2.75 38.10

5’8” 22.125 2.75 39.90

5’10” 22.25 2.875 42.80

6’0” 22.50 2.875 44.10

6’2” 22.5625 2.875 46.20

6’4” 22.75 3 47.80

6’6” 23 3 51.40

7’0” 23.25 3 56.10

The answer to the backside limitation of the keel fish, the Puck is a slight varia-
tion and progression from the Bing Mini Simmons design. Adopting the same 
outline, deck and bottom contours and thinned out arc tail design, the Puck is 
configured with a quad fin setup for added sensitivity and maneuverability, quick di-
rectional change capability and more control in powerful hollower surf. The board has a  
little nose rocker that runs straight through with no concave in the bottom and 
an S deck that pushes up the rocker so that you can maintain volume but increase  
paddle ability. These features combined with the rolled entry with vee going out the 
tail allow the Puck to thrive in mushy waves, coasting through slow sections and racing 
through fast sections. Ideal for longboarders looking to transition to a shorter board or 
shortboarders looking for the ultimate small-wave wizard, the Puck is tons of fun for ev-
eryone!

PUCK 2.0

Average nose: 18” to 18.5”  
Average tail: 17.5” to 18”

5’1” 20 2.375 27.70

5’3” 20.25 2.4375 29.50

5’5” 20.5 2.5 31.60

5’8” 20.875 2.5625 34.10

5’10” 21 2.625 35.80

6’0” 21.25 2.625 36.70

6’2” 21.5 2.75 40.60

6’4” 21.75 2.75 42.20

6’6” 22 2.875 46.20

The second generation Puck 2.0 is narrower and thinner than the original Puck 
which makes the board less bulky, quicker and more sensitive for rail-to-rail  
surfing. The narrower outline gives the board more parallel rails resulting in a faster 
board that can handle hollow conditions. To compensate for the lesser volume, Matt  
flattened the nose rocker slightly and gave it a reverse arc tail which lessens the tail vol-
ume and creates dual pivot points for increased sensitivity in turns. The thin tail design on 
both Pucks keeps the tail high in the water for optimal glide but also allows the rider to 
sink it when cranking turns. Ride this board 0-1” longer than your first generation Puck, 
and you’ll be flying in no time.



BULB

5’2” 20.4 2.3125 24.40

5’4” 20.5 2.3125 24.40

5’6” 20.75 2.5 28.20

5’8” 21 2.5 30

5’10” 21.25 2.5 31.50

6’0” 21.5 2.625 33.80

6’2” 21.75 2.625 36

6’4” 21.75 2.625 38

6’6” 22 2.75 39.40

6’8” 22 2.875 41.60

6’10” 22.25 2.875 42.80

7’0” 22.5 2.875 44.50

7’2” 22.5 2.875 45.60

7’4” 22.75 3 48.40

7’6” 23 3 50

The Bing Bulb is the evolution design in Matt Calvani’s line that originated 
with the Mini Simmons, Puck, Dharma, then Swee’ Pea designs. After riding the 
Swee’ Pea for some time Matt wanted a board that would lay on rail even more 
 easily then its predecessors. He took the Swee’ Pea’s outline and added the dou-
ble wing diamond tail (which gave the model its name, resembling the base of a light 
bulb) and pulled-in the nose and added a little rocker in the front 12”, Matt found 
the magic combination of glide and sensitivity. Though the Swee’ Pea does have its  
advantages with the wider tail that gives you stability and lots of glide through the 
flattest of sections, the Bulb gravitates more towards a vertical approach and likes 
fast drivey roundhouse cut backs. The Bulb can be ridden with a quad or a tri-fin  
setup and favors open-faced conditions and top-to-bottom surfing. When CDM rode the 
board for the first time he said the Bulb is the model that bridges the gap between the 
shortboard world and the alternative boards. Ride this model 2-4” shorter than your high 
performance thruster.

JELLY BEAN

5’4” 19.10 2.37 27.5

5’6” 19.40 2.42 29.4

5’8” 19.73 2.42 30.8

5’10” 19.87 2.5 33.4

6’0” 20 2.5 34.3

6’2” 20.25 2.56 36.6

After riding the Dharma 2.0 and the Dart I wanted to design a board that fit in  
between the two. With the Jelly Bean, I wanted to go as narrow as possible for rail to rail 
sensitivity but still maintain easy paddle and wave catching. I achieved this by making 
a very flat deck to carry the thickness out to the rail which maximizes float.  I was able 
to keep my signature thinned out rail for control and holding power. The wide point is 
forward, which maintains a long rail line similar to the Dharma 2.0 concept of having a 
shorter board with more control. My main objective was to have a narrower tail similar to 
the Dart yet have more surface area to generate instant speed. The Dart gave the ability 
to turn as hard as I wanted without having to burn speed, and to avoid sliding out at such 
high speeds. The Jelly Bean achieves this same objective in smaller less powerful waves.  
If you want a board that handles small to over head waves and feel that the wider tails are 
holding back your turns, you will love this board! This is not to say that the Dharma 2.0 is 
less functional. It really comes down to how much effortless speed you want to achieve 
and tail control. The key to board selection is basing it off what you are used to riding or 
feel comfortable riding. If your coming off a regular Dharma you may want to stay safe with 
the Dharma 2.0. It’s all about making the transition easy and fun rather than unrealistic. 
- Matt Calvani, Head Shaper / Designer



DART ROUND PIN

Average Nose: 14.75”
Average tail: 14.5”

5’4” 18.5 2.2 23.71

5’5” 18.75 2.25 25.02

5’6” 19 2.25 25.81

5’7” 19.25 2.32 27.5

5’8” 19.50 2.38 28.92

5’9” 19.75 2.38 29.8

5’10” 20 2.50 32.12

5’11” 20.25 2.56 33.84

6’0” 20.5 2.63 35.65

6’2” 21 2.75 38.96

6’4” 21.5 2.89 42.94

Named the Dart not only because it resembles the body of a dart, but also for its 
speed and accuracy, this model was designed to be a medium to bigger wave 
step up board. My main goal, like most of my short board designs, was to main-
tain ease of paddling and early wave-entry. The fish and Simmons style boards have 
made surfing fun again by allowing surfers to go faster than we have ever gone 
and catch more waves. The Dart is the link between the short board and the fish. The 
front of the board is a refined fish nose with the wide point forward, added rocker,  
a relaxed beak nose to hold thickness further forward, and a fuller rail throughout. The 
tail is all short board at 14 ½” with a round pin or swallow to keep turns smooth yet  
powerful, which allows you to push harder off the top or bottom turn as hard as 
you want. The board slightly resembles the mini guns of the early 70s, but with a  
modern hull. The nose has a slight roll in the entry to break-up disruptive water,  
enabling water to enter the single concave smooth and travel through the a  
double concave for control. The result is my most performance yet effortless board de-
signed to-date. - Matt Calvani

SPORK

Average nose: 14.25” 
Average tail: 14.5”

5’2” 18.25 2.0625

5’4” 18.5 2.125

5’6” 18.75 2.125

5’8” 19.25 2.1875

5’10” 19.375 2.25 26.50

6’0” 19.375 2.3125 27.30

6’2” 19.4375 2.375 30.40

6’4” 19.50 2.50 33.20

6’6” 19.75 2.6875 35

Another collaborative design by Chris Del Moro and Matt Calvani, the Spork has  
become a staple in CDM’s daily and travel quiver.  Epitomizing Matt’s design  
philosophy “performance made easy”, the Spork is the most high performance 
board in the Bing lineup.  A shortboard that is suited for all conditions, this  
lighting fast quad excels in anything from beach breaks to top-to-bottom  
point breaks such as Kirra or Rincon and will lock you into your barrel.  
Matt combines a well-balanced outline (with a wider middle), flatter entry  
rocker, no concave front going into a double concave out the tail with less foam than  
your average hybrid to harness tremendous paddle ability as well as front foot drive and 
hard pocket gouges.  Available with a round pin, squash or swallow tail as well as a 5-fin 
configuration, the Spork should be ridden 2-4” shorter than your standard thruster.



SYNCHRONIZER

Average nose: 14.75” 
Average tail: 15.5”

5’4” 20 2.25

5’6” 20.25 2.3125

5’8” 20.5 2.375

5’10” 20.75 2.5

6’0” 20.75 2.5

6’2” 21 2.5625

6’4” 21.25 2.625

6’6” 21.25 2.625

6’8” 21.5 2.6875

7’0” 22 2.75

7’2” 22.25 2.75

7’4” 22.5 2.75

7’6” 22.75 2.875

A spin-off of the original 70’s Bing Bonzer originally designed by the  
Campbell Brothers in collaboration with Bing Surfboards, Matt Calvani  
has re-created his version of this timeless shape with a 5-fin configuration.  
With similar  advantages to a fuller-volume fish offering glide and speed  
combined with control, maneuverability and responsiveness, this nostalgic 
shape still has plenty of contemporary relevance.  Like all Bonzer-style boards, 
the Synchronizer requires some power in the waves so maybe not an every-
day driver but definitely one worth pulling out of the quiver for head high plus 
days.  Included with the board is a set of Bonzer-style quad side bites and a 6-7.5”  
center fin.

SWEE’ PEA

Average nose: 16.25” to 16.75”
Average tail: 17.25” to 16.5”

5’2” 20.5 3.1875 23.20

5’4” 20.75 2.3125 25.30

5’6” 21 2.3125 26.20

5’8” 21 2.375 28.20

5’10” 21.5625 2.5625 31.60

6’0” 21.5 2.625 33.10

6’0” 21.5 2.625 33.10

6’2” 21.4375 2.75 35.80

6’4” 21.875 2.75 38.00

6’6” 21.875 2.75 39.60

6’8” 22.125 2.75 42.30

6’10” 22.25 2.875 45.30

7’0” 22.3125 2.875 46.90

7’2” 22.5 2.9375 50.20

7’4” 22.5 3 52

7’6” 22.75 3 53.60

7’8” 22.875 3.0625 56.30

7’10” 23 3.125 59.00

After a full season of riding and perfecting the Dharma, Matt Calvani wanted to  
continue the evolution with the Swee’ Pea so he moved the wide point slightly 
back and pulled in the nose/tail. Going with more curve on the bottom and a sin-
gle deeper concave out the wide rounded tail makes this board surf top to bottom 
better and handle more critical drops and sections. Then he increased the tail rock-
er to ensure the water would release enabling the surfer to drive this board hard off 
the bottom and release off the top with controlled speed. Like the Simmons and 
Dharma, he maintains the thinned out tail and rail for increased sensitivity. He also elim-
inated the concave deck, which was intended to maintain the Dharma’s flat rocker but  
increase the board’s sensitivity, and went with a slightly domed deck to get opti-
mized floatation for surfers of varying builds and weight. The rounder outline, in 
comparison to the parallel Dharma, also lends itself to quicker, more responsive  
direction changes and can handle more power and speed. The Swee’ Pea is ideal for in-
termediate to advanced surfers, looking for a board for small to head high plus days. This 
model can be ridden at the same length as your Dharma, but unlike its predecessor can 
be sized up to much longer lengths to suit a wider range of surfers.



SPEED SQUARE

Average nose: 20.75”
Average tail: 21”

3’10” 21.75 2.875

4’0” 22 2.875

4’2” 22.25 2.875

4’4” 22.5 2.875

4’6” 22.75 3

Inspired by his fond childhood memories on a Mach-77 boogie board, Bing team  
rider, Chris Del Moro convinced shaper, Matt Calvani to help him recapture the  
magic in this modern-day twin-finned version called the Speed Square. Because of its 
short length, Matt added belly in the nose with a quick transition into a hard, tapered 
rail in the tail so that the board would be quick and responsive. He added a deep straight 
concave that runs from where your front foot sits through the tail of the board to gain ef-
ficiency in glide and maintained thickness in the tail to improve glide and wave-catching 
ability. The small twin keels maintain a “fin-less” riding quality but still allowing for some 
control. Ride it short, ride it fast and get ready for a whole lot of fun!

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

www.tablassurfshop.com




